Awarded the highest rating of three stars from the Michelin Guide

One of the three great gardens of Japan with more than 300 years of history

Okayama Korakuen Garden

Garden lighting

Castle lighting

Shopping in Okayama

Okayama Castle

Cafés and Restaurants

Lunch & Beer SUN

Ajiyukasa Nomura

Miyahita Sake Brewery

Japanese-Style Pub Akari

Mitsuba

*This sense the right not to be reproduced in a language other than Japanese. © 2019 Showa Time Inc. All Rights Reserved.
A 10 minute walk from Kurashiki Station will take you back in time.

A retro-modern cityscape with white-walled house in a scene that combines old Japanese flavor and modern culture.

Kurashiki Bikan Historical Quarter

Kurashiki Momoko

Cafes, Restaurants, and Souvenirs

Why not take a browse and shop at fashionable shops in the Kurashiki Bikan Historical Quarter?

Kurashiki Outlets

Mitsui Outlet Park Kurashiki

Shopping in Kurashiki

Hyogukobo (Mounting Studio) Nyochikado

Safeguard a variety of cut-up color printing tape! Get it in an Edogawa style vintage townhouse, this cool design is popular for Edogawa-based events.

Machiya Kiss My Bakery

Let’s make Japanese-style confectionary?

Ohsashi Residence

Ohsashi Art Museum

Kurashiki River Boat Riding

Kimono Rental

Kurashiki City
Momotaro, hero of the most famous folk tale in Japan.

Momotaro, or “桃太郎,” is a beloved character in Japanese folklore. He is often depicted as a young boy who leads a group of brave children on a journey to defeat a powerful demon. The story is a classic example of the development of a hero figure in Japanese literature.

Momotaro and the Peach

In the original story, Momotaro was born from a giant peach. He grew up on an island called Onigashima, which was ruled by a powerful demon king. One day, a group of farmers come to the island to harvest the peach, but they are attacked by the demon, and only one worker, Oniemon, survives the encounter. He brings the peach back to the mainland and presents it to the emperor.

The Peach is Sacred

The emperor is amazed by the size and beauty of the peach, and he decides to place it in a sacred temple. However, the demon king learns of the peach's existence and decides to attack the temple. The demon king is defeated by the courage and wisdom of Momotaro and his friends, who manage to save the peach and the temple.

Momotaro's Journey

After the demon is defeated, Momotaro and his friends set out on a journey to find the demon's mother. They come across various challenges, including a dragon and a waterfall, before finally reaching the demon's mother's castle. In the end, the demon is defeated, and peace is restored.

Momotaro is a symbol of courage, perseverance, and loyalty. He is often depicted as a strong and brave young boy who is willing to fight for what is right. The story of Momotaro has been adapted into various forms of media, including plays, films, and anime.
Enjoy excellent fruits to your heart’s content!

Fruit Kingdom Okayama
水果王国岡山

Enjoy sun-blessed delicious fruits throughout the year from Okayama thanks to its mild climate.

"Fruit Kingdom Okayama" is a famous production area of exquisite fruits

Experience Fruit Picking
摘果體驗

Peach Picking (Best season: July in August)
桃採

Grape Picking (Best season: September/November)
葡萄採

Strawberry Picking (Best season: January - May)
草莓採

Mimamasu Farm

Tamaki Farm

Nishiyama Farm

HOTEL GRANSA OYAMA
Café Restaurant Olivier

OKAYAMA PLAZA HOTEL
Romance 1960

ANNA“ANTENNA”

stoning

cooking of eatable

This image is a representation of various fruits and their picking seasons. Designs and fruits used in parts may differ depending on the season. Please enjoy a refreshing fruit parfait.

*Image source: Japan Tourism Agency, Okayama Prefecture, Okayama Fruit Kingdom*
Three Hot Springs of Mimasaka

Yunogo Onsen Hotspring

Yubara Onsen Hotspring

Okutsu Onsen Hotspring

Legend has it that Buddha disguised as a white heron guided a high priest to this hot spring about 1,200 years ago. The hot spring is known as “Bijin-no-yu” (hot spring of beauty).

9 Yunogo Onsen Hotspring

Access: Ride bus bound for “Yunogo” for about 10 minutes from Hagiwara Station on the JR Momoi Line, get off at “Yunogo/Haga” and walk for about 5 minutes, or about 15 minutes by car from Mimasaka Interchange on the Chugoku Expressway.

Tel: 0866-72-5274 (Yunogo Onsen Tourist Office)

10 Museum of Toys and Music Boxes

Well-known as a place for “foot washing,” this hot spring is said to be good for whitening skin and called “Bijin-no-yu” (hot spring of beauty). The name “Yunogo” is derived from the word “yugno,” which means “to wash.”

13 Okutsu Onsen Hotspring

Access: About 30 minutes by bus from “Okutsu Onsen” from Tsuyama Station on the JR Tsuyama Line, or about 30 minutes by car from Intanokyo Interchange on the Chugoku Expressway.

Tel: 0866-52-0100 (Okutsu Onsen Tourist Association)

13 Okutsu Onsen Hanabijin-no-sato

A small village of women's beauty One day hot spring facility located at the center of Okutsu Onsen. A popular tourist destination for couples!
Flowers of Okayama 岡山之花

Fujii Park (Fujii Winteria Park)

Tsuyama Cherry Blossom Festival 津山桜祭

About 1,000 cherry trees bloom around Tsuyama Castle in Kakegawa Park. The park is a great spot for fantastic night time cherry blossom viewing.

Lotus Flower Field in Kibi

Roadside Station Kinsaioka

Autumn Leaves in Okayama 岡山的紅葉

Okutake Valley

Kasagano Falls 香織の滝

Former Shizutani School 前勢田学校

Fuji Park (Fujii Winteria Park)

RSK Rose Garden 玫瑰園

Fruit desserts and sweets 水果甜點
e.g. Autumn Snacks

Okayama Souvenirs 岡山的土產

Masking Tape 紙板塗料

Kurashiki Hanpu 合羽紙

Kibi dango 吉備文子

Bizen Pottery 賀茂焼

Foods in Okayama 岡山的美食

Chiy Beef 千葉牛

Okutake Valley

Sushi and Sashimi 寿司とさしみ

Okayama Demi Katsudon 岡山半熟漢堡排

Ebineshite 椿木

Okayama barazushi 岡山御篭寿司

Local Specialty Dish 本地特產

Kakioke かきお SELF
Experience in Okayama

Enjoy artistic islands of the Seto Island Sea and the variety of artwork made by traditional techniques.

25 Plant Tour at Kirin Brewery Okayama Plant

Experience the secrets of delicious beer!

26 Yamada Bee Farm, First Factory

Tour the new plant producing the largest share of royal jelly in Japan.

27 Cycling on the Hituze Ken Highlands

Enjoy cycling in a pleasant breeze of the highest.

28 Snow Activities

HIRUZEN KIDS SNOW PARK

A nursery-run park for the young and bold that no small child will enjoy.

29 Adventures

Makido Cave

A cave full of treasure-like souvenirs that is the only cave in town with LED lights.

30 Onbura Kogen Ski Resort

The closest panoramic ski slope to Okayama City.

31 Ikurado Cave

A cave with a total length of 1,200m and a height of 25m.

32 Naoshima Island (Kagawa Prefecture)

Experience the beauty of Naoshima.

33 Bizen Pottery Making Experience

Enjoy traditional pottery making.

34 Inujima Island

A refinery comes back to life as an art gallery.

35 Bizen Osafune Sword Museum

This Japanese sword museum, located in the northwest corner of Okayama City, is a must-see for sword enthusiasts.

36 Shioi Iwaye Shrine’s Emonomasha Miniature Shrines

Shioi Iwaye Shrine is one of the three major shrines in Okayama Prefecture. Okayama Prefecture. It is a great tourist attraction that is sure to catch your eye.

37 Biwachu Matsuyama Castle

Visit the Bitchu Matsuyama Castle that floats in the sky.

38 Shinkendo Art Museum

Experience the美術館 (Shinkendo Art Museum), which is not to be missed on the way here.

39 Historical town "Yakage"

This is the town of Yakage, a small town where people still make traditional paper lanterns. It is a must-see for those interested in traditional crafts.